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For questions 1–5, read the text and choose the correct answer.
1.
Where can you see this notice?
A) In a post office
B) In a library
C) In a supermarket

Mangos
€1.05 per
kilo
2.

Where can you see this notice?
A) In a bar
B) By a lake
C) At the airport

10 p.m. – 10 a.m.
3.

Where can you see this notice?
A) On a T-shirt
B) On a washing machine
C) On a bar of soap

DRY CLEAN ONLY –
IRON INSIDE OUT

4.

Who is this notice for?
A) Students during class
B) People walking
C) People in a nightclub

5.

Who is this notice for?
A) A shop owner
B) Shoppers
C) Shop assistants

cards.

For questions 6–10, read and choose the best answer.
6. Here you are.
A) Where exactly?

B) Thank you.

C) How about you?

7. When is the dinner party?
A) It is 7:30 p.m.

B) Way to go!

C) Tonight!

8. I apologise for being late.
A) Don’t worry about it.

B) It was my pleasure.

C) Sure, no problem.

9. May I close the door, please?
A) Are you going somewhere? B) No, maybe tomorrow. C) Yes, please.
10. How much is this book?
A) Half price today – € 5.20.

B) 900 grams.
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C) It is by a very young author.
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Read the sentences about a boy called Stephen. For each space (11–15),
choose the correct answer.
11. My best friend, Stephen …........ to Greece every summer.
A) is
B) goes
C) likes

12. Stephen always …....... a good time there.
A) has
B) plays

C) reads
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13. Stephen is always happy when he ........... new friends there.
A) makes
B) spends
C) runs

14. Stephen finds the .......... beaches there most welcoming.
A) stormy
B) slippery
C) sandy

15. Stephen buys many .......... whenever he goes on holiday.
A) memories
B) souvenirs
C) landscapes

For questions 16–20, read the text and choose the correct answer.
Most American children and children the world over are crazy about this cartoon character called
Mister Jelly Ears. And who can blame them? Children always love lively characters and colourful
outfits.
With his red and green suit, Mr Jelly Ears is one of the most recognizable and popular figures today.
He first appeared in an animated series two years ago, when an American television network decided to
create this new programme. This has proven to be a really good decision as the show is watched by
millions of viewers every week.
In some episodes, Mister Jelly Ears is also accompanied by his best friend, John The Martian, a
rather short, yellowish three-eyed creature, and they work together in order to solve some mysteries in
Rajgaard, the town they now live in. Because of its big success, a new season will be launched next year,
with many other characters expected to join the protagonists.
16. Mister Jelly Ears is popular with…….… .
A) children from the United States only
C) children who wear colourful clothes
17. Mister Jelly Ears wears…...
A) a red and green outfit

B) children from many parts of the world

B) a jelly-like outfit
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C) a colourless outfit

18. People can watch the Mister Jelly Ears series
A) every two weeks
B) once a month
19. Rajgaard is…….. .
A) Mister Jelly Ears’ best friend
C) the place where the main characters live

C) weekly

B) an American TV network

20. What will next season add to the show?
A) new outfits
B) new characters
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21. Find the odd one out.
A) boots
B) wellingtons

C) flip-flops

C) nothing new

D) sandals

E) cardigan

22. The ….… layer protects the Earth from too much ultraviolet radiation.
A) nitrogen
B) oxygen
C) ozone
D) carbon

E) hydrogen

23. Complete the question: “…….. mobile phone keeps ringing?”
A) Whom
B) Who’s
C) Who
D) How

E) Whose

24. The official residence of the President of the USA is ……. .
A) The Empire State Building
B) Buckingham Palace
D) The White House
E) Whitehall

25. When you mix blue and yellow, you get ……...
A) green
B) brown
C) grey

D) purple

26. Which is the largest ocean in the world?
A) The Indian Ocean.
B) The Arctic Ocean.
D) The Atlantic Ocean.
E) The Antarctic Ocean.

C) The Pentagon

E) orange

C) The Pacific Ocean.

27. Jack spent a fortnight in Greece last summer. How many days did he spend there?
A) fourteen
B) seven
C) four
D) twenty
E) forty
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28. The children at the circus laughed … the clown’s jokes.
A) on
B) at
C) with
D) to

E) by

29. On 5th November, many people in Great Britain celebrate ……. .
A) Valentine’s Day
B) Halloween
C) Boxing Day
D) Guy Fawkes’ Night
E) Thanksgiving Day
30. My favourite insect is red with black spots. What is it?
A) a ladybird
B) a dragonfly
D) a cricket
E) a grasshopper
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C) a beetle

